Did you know that our Learning by Leading™ program now has student leadership internships tackling 11 different operational areas and environmental issues, with a new one related to our UC Davis Oaks Forever! campaign being planned as we speak? The 120+ students in the program are learning about and addressing problems in food insecurity, habitat and biodiversity loss, sustainable horticulture, water systems management, environmental literacy and more.

The interest in our Learning by Leading™ (LxL) program model keeps growing as well, with public gardens across North America wanting to pilot these impactful environmental leadership internships at their sites. In March of this year, we welcomed 17 garden colleagues from six institutions (Humber College in Toronto, University of Georgia, Cornell, Rutgers, Louisiana State University, and the University of Central Florida) at UC Davis to learn about LxL in a three-day immersion experience.

During their visit, our partners got to see every aspect of our LxL program. They visited many of our student teams during their work days and planning meetings, had a roundtable lunch with the student leaders of each of our internships, held a panel discussion with our staff liaisons and enjoyed a culminating “student showcase” and reception with some of our Friends Board and GATEways Planning Council members.

Through these experiences, our partners began to understand what makes our LxL internships different than a typical college internship. We have taken care to create an environment in which our students can truly grow in their leadership capacity. First, we have developed a “Leadership Ladder” that defines different roles students can take on as they gain leadership experience and skills. Then, the structure of the internships facilitates students having more and more leadership opportunities as they go through the program. Each internship has a staff mentor that is an expert in his or her content area and is passionate about creating leadership experiences for students. The staff mentor works closely with two student leaders (“co-coordinators”) who in turn recruit and lead a team of 8-15 student interns. As interns gain leadership experience and skills, they can become a co-coordinator, and co-coordinators can take on signature projects and become apprentices.
Growing our Learning by Leading™ Network
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Through conversations with students and staff, our partners could see that something special was happening in the LxL program. Students talked a lot about the impact the program has had on them. For instance, Rini Jablonski, co-coordinator of the GATEways Outreach internship, told the partners that "the LxL program has allowed me to learn about myself as a leader and a team player more than any other experience. I really cannot begin to scratch the surface of how much the program helps students develop as workers, planners and collaborators."

Co-coordinators also talked about the impact of the program on the larger community. Natalie Ruckstuhl, co-coordinator of the Habitat Restoration internship, observed that "the ecosystems that we aim to restore provide a variety of services to the community, such as pollution reduction, air purification, and the preservation of a variety of native species." Not only is the LxL program growing environmental leaders, it is allowing the Arboretum and Public Garden to increase its impact on UC Davis, the regional community and the broader environment.

Thank You to Our Donors and Sponsors

Many organizations and individuals have made our Learning by Leading™ (LxL) program possible through their generous donations, including through our Annual Appeal, Give Day and Big Day of Giving campaigns, and we extend our heartfelt gratitude to all of them.

We want to especially thank the Excelerate Foundation, which has donated significant funding over the last seven years to grow and expand the LxL program. In addition to funding, the Excelerate Foundation has inspired us to always think deeper about the goals and impact of this program.

We also want to thank all our corporate sponsors and donors. We extend a special thank you to our lead corporate donors. Cagwin & Dorward Landscape Contractors has donated and pledged considerable funding for eight years and sponsored numerous student workdays and other events. In addition, Mars, Inc. and the Mars Advanced Research Institute (MARI) have supported the program with significant gifts.

Weeding Volunteers to the Rescue!

At the end of April and early May, dozens of Arboretum and Public Garden volunteers helped our staff tackle the weeds in the Arboretum with six “Bonus Weeding Parties” in hotspot areas, including the Arboretum GATEway Garden and even inside the Arboretum Teaching Nursery. "I cannot overstate the immense value these weeding superstars added to our organization in just a few short days,” said Stacey Parker, the GATEways Horticulturist who organized the parties. Volunteers from across our regular teams put in extra time to support this effort, some even volunteering four days in a week.

Linda Parker, a new Arboretum and Public Garden volunteer signed up for all six shifts and shared:

“The Arboretum and Public Garden is an incredible resource and I loved knowing that I was helping to make the gardens healthy and beautiful for our community.”

Thanks to these volunteers, we have limited the exponential growth of weeds in our gardens—an incredible accomplishment that will have a lasting impact. Look out for more Bonus Weeding Parties as the seasons change!
Community Scientists Help Monitor Water Quality

*Nina Suzuki, Waterway Steward*

What color is the water in the Arboretum Waterway today? What wildlife do you see? These are some of the questions we have been asking Arboretum visitors through an online survey posted at six locations along the Waterway. Their participation, through nearly 200 observations so far, makes them Community Scientists.

“Community Science and Citizen Science engage members of the public to collaborate with professional scientists to conduct research-based investigations, engage in monitoring activities, collect data and interpret results, and produce new knowledge used for natural resource management or basic research.” This definition comes from UC Davis Center for Community and Citizen Science, which helps scientists and communities collaborate on science to address environmental problems as a part of civic life.

This is an invitation to the community to contribute to important data collection on the Waterway, which supports future research and informs ongoing management. Observations about the Waterway help us assess wildlife, water quality, algae growth, and litter at various locations over time. Survey responses by the community, alongside water samples and data collection by the Waterway Stewardship Learning by Leading interns, offer a foundational understanding of the Waterway’s conditions throughout the year.

Alongside the survey signs, we are sharing the trends we see in the survey data with the community so they can see how their observations contribute to the bigger picture.

One highlight from the data so far: Water birds (ducks, geese, egrets) are the most common wildlife sighting at 89% of responses. The runners up are insects (23%), turtles (22%) and fish (18%).

So next time you’re strolling through the Arboretum, take a few minutes to share your observations and help make a difference in the long-term care of the Waterway. The UC Davis Arboretum and Public Garden appreciates your participation! You can view the survey here: tinyurl.com/arbwater.

CONSTRUCTION UPDATE

**LaRue Bridge Replacement Project**

The campus construction effort to replace the LaRue Bridge is well underway, and pedestrian detours will be in effect through the summer of 2020. Although we miss having access to part of the center of the Arboretum, the majority of the Arboretum is unaffected and open for visitors. Thanks to assistance from our partners within UC Davis Finance, Operations and Administration, we have vibrant and user-friendly detour signs marking the new route. The detour also gives an opportunity to highlight some of the lesser known parts of the Arboretum and Public Garden, including the California Rock Garden, the monumental cacti of the Desert Collection, and the new sustainable pollinator garden along La Rue Road. New “Detour Discovery Walk” signage by our Learning by Leading™ students in our Museum Education program highlights some of these unique features, bringing a fun element to the detour route. We invite you to explore and enjoy this route as we wait for the bridge and surrounding Arboretum pathways to be completed.

CONSTRUCTION UPDATE

**Storer Garden and Animal Pasture**

We are about to get some furry new neighbors at the west end of the Arboretum! A new animal pasture to support the School of Veterinary Medicine Teaching Hospital has just been installed in the field west of the Storer Garden. Horses, llamas, goats, and a cow will be moving in soon, and a new trail along the side of the pasture will make animal viewing easier for visitors. A portion of the Storer Garden was closed for a few months this spring to allow the contractors to alter garden pathways and irrigation to better connect with the new pasture. The garden is now open again and will soon be expanded with new plantings along the pasture edge. Arboretum visitors have long enjoyed visiting the horses and llamas across the street. These new improvements will allow garden and animal visits to be more seamlessly integrated. We are looking forward to continuing our partnership with the School of Veterinary Medicine to connect visitors with the academic work of UC Davis focusing on human, animal, and environmental health through the One Health Initiative.
Scenes from Spring Events

1. Ryan Gooch, Learning by Leading™ (LxL) fundraising intern, speaks about LxL and our UC Davis Oaks Forever! campaign to an enthusiastic crowd of UC Davis alumni in Washington, D.C. Ryan’s talk was part of our Picnic Day @ Smithsonian Gardens event in partnership with the Cal Aggie Alumni Association and UC Davis Regional Development. Ryan was also an intern at Smithsonian Gardens during spring quarter to help them develop an LxL pilot program in partnership with American University.

2. Learning by Leading™ Museum Education co-coordinators, Liz McAllister (left) and Mia Groff (right), created “tree tags” in support of the UC Davis Oaks Forever! campaign. The tree tags share interesting facts about the oaks in addition to educating the community about their environmental and economic value.

3. In March, the Council of Educators in Landscape Architecture toured the Arboretum and Public Garden to learn more about our student environmental leadership opportunities. Here Karyn Utsumi, from the Learning by Leading™ Waterway Stewardship team, provides the attendees with information about the new, naturalized habitat along the banks of the Waterway.

4. Susan Gottlieb, founder and owner of The Gottlieb Native Garden, inspires a standing-room-only audience with her Beverly Hills home garden conversion to a California native landscape that is now the hub for multiple research studies including the UC Davis Hummingbird Health and Conservation Program (HHCP). Mrs. Gottlieb enjoyed learning about our partnership with the Vet School and HHCP on our Hummingbird GATEway Garden and research site in the Teaching Nursery during her visit here.

5. Learning by Leading™ (LxL) GATEways Outreach interns led efforts to design and construct an oak-themed parade float for Picnic Day in honor of our UC Davis Oaks Forever! campaign. Thanks to their hard work and creativity, and the other LxL students who helped build the float and walked in the parade, the Arboretum and Public Garden was awarded Best Department Float!
Summer 2019 GATEways Events

plant sales

Shop our plants!
Saturday, September 28
Members Only
9–11 am
Open to the Public
11 am–1 pm
Shop our one-acre nursery for the area’s largest selection of attractive, low-water plants perfect for our region.

Members always save 10% on every purchase!
Not a member?
Join online, at the door or call ahead!

Arboretum Teaching Nursery
Garrod Drive, UC Davis
arboretum.ucdavis.edu

guided tours

Wednesday Walks with Warren
September 11
12–1 pm, Arboretum Gazebo
Join Warren Roberts, the Superintendent Emeritus of the Arboretum and famous storyteller and punster, for an always-engaging noontime exploration of spring in the UC Davis Arboretum’s gardens and collections. These events are free.

Storer Garden Sizzlers
Saturday, July 6
10 am, Arboretum Gazebo
Is your garden sizzling? Succulents can take the heat, even in midsummer! See examples of succulents of all sizes in the Ruth Risdon Storer Garden and learn how to grow them in your home garden.

music & wellness

Folk Music Jam Sessions
Fridays, July 12 & 26; August 9 & 23; September 6 & 20
noon–1 pm Wyatt Deck
Folk musicians are invited to bring their acoustic instruments and play together informally over the lunch hour. All skill levels are welcome, and listeners are invited.

camp shakespeare

Campers will explore two productions from Davis Shakespeare Festival’s 2019 season: The Tenth Muse and The Comedy of Errors. Through theatre games, acting workshops, and a culminating show, campers will sharpen their performance skills while having a blast.

Session I (Ages 8-12): July 8 – July 19
Session II (Ages 8-12): July 22 – August 2

Both sessions will take place at the UC Davis Arboretum and camp will run Monday-Friday from 9 am–3 pm with options for early drop off and late pick up.

SIGN UP!
Visit shakespearedavis.org,
email davis.shakespeare@gmail.com
or call 530-802-0998.

Friends Board News & Nominations

Suzanne Ullensvang
Resource Development Manager

The Friends of the UC Davis Arboretum and Public Garden – our community support group – has been a tremendous partner in fostering the excellence of our gardens and programs and supporting the work of our staff and students for nearly 50 years. Thanks to the leadership of the Friends Board, and the generosity of our Friends members, the support group continues to provide critical financial and volunteer support each year.

We are grateful for the enthusiastic leadership of volunteer Ann Trump Daniel during her first year as President of the Friends. We have also been pleased to welcome two new members to the Friends Board this spring, Kristen Bennett and jesikah maria ross. Both Kristen and jesikah are enthusiastic about using their talents and community connections to give back to the Arboretum and Public Garden.

Would you or someone you know be interested in doing more for the Friends? The Friends of the UC Davis Arboretum and Public Garden Board is currently accepting nominations for members-at-large for the 2019-20 Board year and would also welcome volunteers interested in helping with special Friends projects. The Board leads work groups that support the Arboretum through fundraising and involvement in strategic initiatives. Any member of the Friends of the UC Davis Arboretum and Public Garden is eligible for nomination. Consider offering your talents to support this amazing organization! Please submit nominations to the staff liaison to the Board, Suzanne Ullensvang at sullensvang@ucdavis.edu by August 15, 2019.
Thank You Donors! February – April 2019

MOSAIC OAK TREE PLAQUE
In Memory of Donna Bonillo
David Bonillo

RESTRICTED DONATIONS
Valerie Llavore
Dawn Paladini

UNRESTRICTED DONATIONS
Tré & Jim Frane
Katherine Lee
Wesley Ebert
Beatrice McAfee
Carol Boume

GIFTS IN KIND
Lyle Bagatti
Seeds of Change

ENDOWMENT GIFT
In Memory of Deb Pinkneysland
Shadows Vineyards & Winery Inc

FOUNDATION GIFT
The Daniel and Susan Gottlieb Foundation

BENCH DEDICATIONS
In Memory of Floyd Feehey
Linda Fessler

In Memory of Janice Wimmer Cobbett
Herb & Christine Wimmer

TRIBUTE GIFTS
In Honor of the Brahum Families of Davis
John & Christine Bruhn

In Honor of Diane Ullman
John Browning and Elizabeth Siegel

In Memory of Patricia Campbell
Patricia Campbell

In Memory of Patricia Miller
Stephen & Arleen Miller
Robert Raiston & Ginny Vaughn
Christine Russo

In Memory of Burt Liebert
James & Leslie Bailey
Betty Moore

In Memory of Georgie Waugh
Friends of Georgie Waugh

In Memory of Lois Weeth
Lynn Schimmel

In Memory of Phil & Ann Aines
Roger & Amy Aines

In Memory of Michele Byberg
Jennifer Byberg

LEARNING BY LEADING CIRCLES
Jacqueline and James Ames
ICF – Jones & Stokes Associates, Inc

FRIENDS ANNUAL APPEAL
Roger & Amy Aines
Anonymous
Kim and Kevin Bacon
Michael Maria & JoVana Buscagian
Jennifer Byberg
Nancy Campos
Joel Phillips & Beth Levy
Garth & Angela Lindley
Judie & John Reitan
Christine Russo
John Browning and Elizabeth Siegel
Jakkrith Jarakworakul & Robert Snider

ANNUAL DONOR APPRECIATION
Betty Arthur

REDBUD CIRCLE
Anne Trump Daniel
Johanna Schmitz & James Dunn

SEQUOIA CIRCLE
Jan & Dave Campbell
Kevin Cosgrove
Pam Kamarceska & Nevi Allen

VALLEY OAK CIRCLE
Teresa Bunn
Kris Godfrey
Barbara & Kevin Lindholm
Joseph Connolly & Kalli Louis

MANZANITA CIRCLE
Diane Adams
Grace Andrews
Kevin McGrew & Eva Bayon
Carol & Larry Collar
Glenn Cole & Carol Souza Cole

IN MEMORY OF
In Memory of Floyd Feehey
Linda Fessler

We strive to acknowledge your gifts accurately. Please notify us of any corrections.
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Thank you to everyone who gave to our UC Davis Oaks Forever! campaign this Spring.

Generous donors, members, volunteers, and alumni made gifts totaling over $75,000, exceeding our goal for the campaign. All of the campaign’s gifts, no matter how or when they arrived, will support our work to preserve our wonderful campus oak trees, plant new oaks for future generations to enjoy and develop environmental leaders through our Learning by Leading™ student internship program.

**BIG DAY OF GIVING CHALLENGE DONORS**

- Jacqueline & James Ames
- Kathryn & John Morgan
- Audrey & Don Stoye

Thank you

**STUDENT**

Yolanda Aguilagonzalez
Nadia Alabyt
Mina Arashel
Sam Ayres
Roberta Bresler-Sullivan
Jennifer Buettner-Vanリー
Cheryl Czajka
Aki Chaffin
Heather Childers
Elizabeth Charchula
Karen Clausell
Chris Dobelis
Laura Forinti
Priya Garcha
Donald Gibson
Mason Hartly
Wendy Jackson
Nick Jensen
Eric Kondo
David Leasure
Mekensha Lewin
Luke Loken
Justin Madonca
Eryn McNeeley
Kim Max
Carmella Mojica
Brenna Montague
Tami Moon
Julie Ngai
Jose Pimentel
Morgan Poindexter
Melanie Purkey
Joseph Raboy
Marianne Rose-Garza
Molly Roy
Hannah Scarff
Jordan Schmie
Julie Shierer
Kathleen Siewell
Mary Shannon
Christine Showmaker
Claudette Shull
Charlene Simmons
Patricia Siesmore
Nancy Smith
Witoula Smith
Charlotte H. Sobek
Risa Speas
Larry Spreth
Julie Spies
Lynn Spevak
Adrienne Stark
Margaret Strode
Vincent Stula
Nancy Sweet
Kaven Swett
Jonn Terry
Matthew Thomas
Vicky Tobis
Tim Tobous
Laura Torice
Anne Tracy
JD Torrence
Debbie Tucker
Mercedes Tueller
Sarah Tul
Gregory Tyler
Judy Van der Veer
Kris Vasser
Marc Yamas
Melinda Velasquez
Rene Viqueiras
Judy Vickery
Winna Vitscher
Lisa Vultee
Lourie Walker
Joan Wappler
Donna Ward-Adams
Jon Warwick
Lesse Webster
Jeff Weir
Barbara Welier
Doug West
Susan Wernert
Carlene Whike
Thomas Williams
Mary Kay Williams
Tammy Williams
Caroline Wilson
Cynthia Winn
Dorothea Winter
Gary Wirth
Emilia Wawroszek
Teresa Woods-Hansen
Kerry Wright
Jeanette Wyrsmuki
Charlotte Xanders
Kayoko Yamamoto
Downey Yee
Guyu Yoku
Susan Yonts
Limette Young
Colvin Young
Neda Zane
Zowy Zhang
Robert Zierenberg

**CAMPAIGN DONORS**

Anonymous (2)

Dea Adams
Lindsay Allen
Barbara Ambler-Thomas
Beau Anastasian
Cynthia Anders
Tom Anger
Carlen Anderson
Carlos Barabash
Daniele Bartocci
Sidney Barlow
Joseph Belford
Dennis Bell
Sylvie Bender
Carol Benedetti
Alison Berry
Stacie Bianca
Doris Blaker
Freddi Blue
David Bodary
Patricia Bowser
Allen Bohrner
Elana Bonz
John & Christine Brun
Stephen Brush
Celia Buckley
Alicia Burnett
Ann Burns
Dean Calzono
Jan & Dave Campbell
Gerald Carr
Camilla Chan
Li-Hon Chang
Catherine Chew
Christine Cocceur
Janet Collins
Graham Coop
Ann Castle
Candice Cross-Drew
Christine Cun
Ann Daniel
Tony Davison
Darryl & Joyce Deering
Joan DeFay-Jones
Christopher & Christy Devree
Andrea Dickens
Kenneth Doer
Sarah Doucette
Dana Drownan
Robert Elliott
Grace Elton
Andrew Engberg
Sally Enggass
Jaime Ortolda-Carmin
R F Feldman
Becky Fischer
Joan Fischer
Corina Fish
Stephanie Fisher
Evan Fletcher
Judith Fletcher
Anne Flynn
Evanna Franco
Rolf Frankenhaeuser
Mary Funai
Cassy Gunther
Robert Gunther
Teresa Gilland
Cliff Goden
Larry Greene
Marcia Kay
Dale Hettig
Rachel Hylton
Katharine Hilleisen
Welles Henderson
Katie & Eric Hlibic
Brett Hewitt
Michael Hirst
Elizabeth Honeysett
Dennis Hoppow
Venessa Habey
Jennifer Hudson
Conrad Huygen
Lee-anh Kho
Carol Jacobs
Elizabeth Jang
Beverly Johnston
Jennifer Jones
Jean Jones
Patricia Jordan
Connie Jolin
Nancy Kain
Marie Kaluhi
Tim Kaspar
Sara Keister
Melissa Kelly
Loretta Key

Jahang Khan & Marra
Kalpana Khan
Kevin Hague & Johanna Krue
Mehndal Lee
Janette Levinson
Julie Levine
Eあり
Leah Mason
Sarah and Tim Mangum
Michael Marc
Joncarlo Mark
Katharine Maenaldy
Don McRae
Fran Silverman
Mary McCormack
Dan Morin
Jeffrey Morfh
Ailas Meier
Andrew Mellh
William & Jo Ann Miller
Sandra Miller
Diane Minter
Virola Mooring
Barbara Moore
Susan Moore
Samantha Myhr
Francis Neaulum
Susan Natio
Pamelia Opaslabra
Kevin & Bea Olsen
Linda Olsen
Jane O'Meara
Carlos Ortiz
Lori Apparn
Erik Petzelm
Dennis & Dottie Pendleton
Cheryl Payto
Leahalisa Putney
Sarah Radek
Brandon Raffeld & Martha Rehman
Judith Redian
Lorena Rodriguez
William & Nancy Rose
Sarah Loverisk
Mary Rogers

**UC DAVIS GIVE DAY CHALLENGE DONORS**

- Excelsior Foundation
- Marcia Kimes & Trace Storer

- Dana Drennan
- Christopher & Christy deRyk-Jones
- Daryl & Joyce Deering
- Terry Davison
- Christine Crum
- Candace Cross-Drew
- Ann Costello
- Graham Coop
- Janet Collins
- Li-Hon Chang
- Camille Chan
- Gerald Carr
- Camilla Chan
- Li-Hon Chang
- Catherine Chew
- Christine Cocceur
- Janet Collins
- Graham Coop
- Ann Castle
- Candice Cross-Drew
- Christine Cun
- Ann Daniel
- Tony Davison
- Darryl & Joyce Deering
- Joan DeFay-Jones
- Christopher & Christy Devree
- Andrea Dickens
- Kenneth Doer
- Sarah Doucette
- Dana Drownan
- Robert Elliott
- Grace Elton
- Andrew Engberg
- Sally Enggass
- Jaime Ortolda-Carmin
- R F Feldman
- Becky Fischer
- Joan Fischer
- Corina Fish
- Stephanie Fisher
- Evan Fletcher
- Judith Fletcher
- Anne Flynn
- Evanna Franco
- Rolf Frankenhaeuser
- Mary Funai
- Cassy Gunther
- Robert Gunther
- Teresa Gilland
- Cliff Goden
- Larry Greene
- Marcia Kay
- Dale Hettig
- Rachel Hylton
- Kathan Hilleisen
- Welles Henderson
- Katie & Eric Hlibic
- Brett Hewitt
- Michael Hirst
- Elizabeth Honeysett
- Dennis Hoppow
- Venessa Habey
- Jennifer Hudson
- Conrad Huygen
- Lee-anh Kho
- Carol Jacobs
- Elizabeth Jang
- Beverly Johnston
- Jennifer Jones
- Jean Jones
- Patricia Jordan
- Connie Jolin
- Nancy Kain
- Marie Kaluhi
- Tim Kaspar
- Sara Keister
- Melissa Kelly
- Loretta Key

- Jahang Khan & Marra
- Kalpana Khan
- Kevin Hague & Johanna Krue
- Mehndal Lee
- Janette Levinson
- Julie Levine
- Leah Mason
- Sarah and Tim Mangum
- Michael Marc
- Joncarlo Mark
- Katherine Maenaldy
- Don McRae
- Fran Silverman
- Mary McCormack
- Dan Morin
- Jeffrey Morfh
- Ailas Meier
- Andrew Mellh
- William & Jo Ann Miller
- Sandra Miller
- Diane Minter
- Virola Mooring
- Barbara Moore
- Susan Moore
- Samantha Myhr
- Francis Neaulum
- Susan Natio
- Pamelia Opaslabra
- Kevin & Bea Olsen
- Linda Olsen
- Jane O'Meara
- Carlos Ortiz
- Lori Apparn
- Erik Petzelm
- Dennis & Dottie Pendleton
- Cheryl Payto
- Leahalisa Putney
- Sarah Radek
- Brandon Raffeld & Martha Rehman
- Judith Redian
- Lorena Rodriguez
- William & Nancy Rose
- Sarah Loverisk
- Mary Rogers

- Jim Rosz
- Kathryn Rose
- joysha maria ross
- Jennifer Roux
- Michelle Rosen
- Michele Sartori
- Nemo Schappell
- Pat Schnick
- Bonnie Schratt
- Eric Schwartz
- Robert Reder
- Francis Sheenan
- Amy Shuman
- Jacqueline Siegel
- Kathryn Smith
- Robert Strider
- Bob Gregoire & Kathleen Socolovkey
- Maureen Sonnel
- Harry Spangel
- Remake Stevens
- Me& Tim Stallard
- Hermione Stevens
- Margo Surowic-Bohnert
- Nina Suslki
- Kathryn Syl
- Joan Toldorf
- Dana Topussi
- Ken Noguruma & Suzanne Ullen
- Katherine Ulitsky
- Jeanne Vogel
- Julie Volker
- Alyssa Wallsce
- Shaun Krister
- Christina Weber Johnson
- Karen Webster
- Joshua Weerts
- Paul West
- Theresa West
- Valerie Wilhelmson
- Judy Wydick
- Zachary Wyly
- Tanya Yan
- Doris Yano
- Susan Yasuda
- Elizabeth & Yi Yeh
- Yolo Federal Credit Union
- Barbara Zadra
- Matthew Zavod

**SUMMER 2019**
From the Director

Dear Friends,

Summer is here once again, and we have had an incredible year connecting with partners across the country who want to bring our Learning by Leading™ program (LxL) to their gardens and universities. Read the cover story to learn about our LxL partner visit in March, when we hosted 17 colleagues from all over the North America. These partners came to us with incredible energy, and their enthusiasm for student leadership was palpable. We are thrilled to have made these connections and look forward to learning with our partners as they implement the LxL program at their sites.

We had an incredible season of community participation in Arboretum and Public Garden projects. Thank you to our members and visitors who have helped us collect data along the Arboretum Waterway for our water quality citizen science project (see page 3). We would also like to thank all our fabulous volunteers that help keep our gardens and collections looking their best. This spring, dozens of volunteers participated in bonus weeding days (see page 2) throughout the Arboretum. Thanks to their efforts, we made a huge dent in the weeds that came up in force after the wet winter.

Construction is still underway at the La Rue Bridge (see page 3) and we’d like to thank you all for your patience as this improvement project continues. Head west to visit the new animal pasture adjacent to the Storer Garden (see page 3), where horses, llamas, goats, and a cow will be moving in soon. We look forward to continuing to partner with the School of Veterinary Medicine to connect our gardens with the academic work of UC Davis.

We want to thank all our members and donors (see pages 6-7), with a special thank you to everyone who supported our UC Davis Oaks Forever! campaign (see page 7). We are thrilled to welcome Kristen Bennett and jesikah maria ross to our Friends board (see page 5), and encourage members to consider nominating themselves or someone else to become a board member. Enjoy photos of our spring events (see page 4), and be sure to join us for events this summer (see page 5). Stay cool as you enjoy our gardens and collections.

Kathleen